MAY 2020

Newsletter

of Cootamundra Antique Motor Club

SELF ISOLATED?
HERE’S A PROJECT
(Wagga Wagga V&V used to have a Storage Yard in Downside Recreation Ground)

COOTAMUNDRA ANTIQUE MOTOR CLUB
P.O. Box 27 Cootamundra NSW 2590
Email: camccootamundra@gmail.com
Website: www.cootamundraantiquemotorclub.org
Past 5 years of newsletters are available on Website for downloading.

Dedicated to the Restoration and Preservation of Heritage Vehicles.
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Club Colours: Green & Gold

OFFICE BEARERS - 2020
FOUNDER OF THE CLUB:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Events Co-ordinator
Plates Registrar
Club Captain
Librarian
Keeper of Club Album
Editor
Photographer
Membership Officer
Public Officer
Swap Meet Co-ordinator
Web Master
Registration Inspectors

Malcolm Chaplin
Ken Harrison
John Collins
Hugh McMinn
Gwen Livingstone
Alan Thompson
John Rickett
John Collins
Gwen Livingstone
Joan Collins
Barry Gavin
John Collins
Joan Collins
Lynn Gavin
John Milnes
Malcolm Chaplin
Alan Thompson
Mark (Zeke) Loiterton
Graeme Ducksbury
Alan Thompson
Movement Book
If you PHONE in to record in the Movement Book.
Clearly state who, what run and what car!

MICHAEL LIVINGSTONE

6942 4406
0409 985 890
6942 2309
0408 603364
colljj@hotmail.com
6942 1496
0428 421 496
hugh@armsid.com
6942 7495
0409 835 515
modela@bigpond.com
6942 1039
0428 421039
amthom1@bigpond.com
6942 1181
0400 128016
6942 1113
6942 1496
0428 421496
6942 1039
0428 421039
colljj@hotmail.com
6942 1496
0428 421496
6942 1282
0488 421976
6942 1496
0428 421496
6942 1496
0428 421496
Lynng1961@yahoo.com.au
6942 1282
0488 421 282
jmilnes@live.com.au
6942 4140
0432 485 183
6942 4406
Ray Douglas
0474 326 106
6942 1181
Graeme Snape
6942 1940
6942 1836
Ken Harrison
6942 2309
6386 5341
Keith Keating
0429 135 418
6942 1181
or Ken McKay
6386 3526
LOG BOOK must be carried in your vehicle and the date
recorded prior to setting out.

CLUB MERCHANDISE FOR SALE - Contact Paul Andreatta
Windscreen Banners $10.00
CAMC Coffee Mugs $6.00 each or Two for $10
Windscreen/Bumper Stickers - Free

MAY BIRTHDAYS
th

7 Jennifer McKay
9th John Milnes
14th Paul Fuller
15th Malcolm Hardy

COOTA HOOTA BY
EMAIL
Receive the Coota Hoota
electronically earlier than receiving a
hard copy by mail.
Advise the Editor of your email
address.

Metal Bumper Badge $40
Lapel Badge $5

MAY ANNIVERSARIES
16th Joel Bartholomew
24th Lynn Gavin
th
26 Graeme Ducksbury
28h Colin Stewart
28th John Mackie Jnr

11th Darryl & Margaret Philpott
21st Geoff & Barbara Armour
27th Athol & Ann Jennings

DEADLINE FOR
SUBMISSIONS
Submissions to the HOOTA are

ADVERTISE
In
Coota Hoota

required by the 15th of the
month to make it into the next
newsletter.
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FOR SALES and WANTEDS

PRESIDENT’S RAMBLE
Health Police, eh ! I didn’t think I ‘d see the day, and I doubt that even the disturbed mind of George
Orwell (author of 1984 and Big Brother ) would have dreamt this up.
But, if it works, it works. That is the important thing !
Restrictions placed on movement, gatherings and activities by the Govt in response to the COVID-19
outbreak, have curtailed our activities. Curtailed to the degree where C.A.M.C.’s executive can’t meet
to discuss club business. We cannot meet in person that is.
But we did find another method by way of computers and Zoom.
After a couple of practice runs, which were ‘ breaking new ground’ amusing and confusing to say the
least, we managed to get a tenuous grip on the system and hold April’s Monthly Meeting.
Participants were Chaplin, Collins, Livingstone, McMinn, and Thompson. I would like to thank John
Milnes for his part in setting it all up. See the minutes of the meeting in this magazine.
May’s Meeting may well need to be held via Zoom again.
If anyone would like to participate please contact John Milnes, and he will arrange this for you.
Hopefully all will settle down soon and at least some of the more severe social movement restrictions,
will release us from detention.
With respect to future plans, Lin and I hope to repeat holding an Event -- “The Shortest Day BBQ”
in June, for a Club Event. ( Two months from now .... ?)
Hopefully the VSCCA will come to Coota Airport later in the year for their Sprint Gathering. We
may be able to do something in conjunction with that event.
Another must do for us, is another trip to the Lake Goldsmith Steam Festival on the first weekend in
November, if it is being held.
In the meantime, we can keep our Editor busy, ( sorry Joan ), by sending in stories and articles for our
Coota Hoota magazine. I am currently enjoying Ken Trethewey’s articles on the extraordinary
automobile collection he visited in Europe.
There must be many more stories out there amongst our members. Now is the time to put ‘pen to
paper‘ and email them in, plus a photo or two.
Yours with Grace, Space and severely restricted Pace,
MAL
P.S.
Sad news about Stirling Moss, although he made 90 years, a long and satisfying life.
As a young sports car owner, driving around in UK, the police’s normal response to speeding was ‘
Who do think you are , my lad, Stirling Moss ! ? ‘
They would then proceed to give you a lecture, and send you on your way, late for wherever you were
headed. (My, how things have changed !)
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MINUTES of Monthly MEETING – held Monday 6 APRIL, 2020
1930 BSA Sloper
1971 TRIUMPH Tiger
(Nominated by John Simpfendorfer and Craig
Golden.)

Owing to Corona Virus pandemic this
Meeting was convened by C.A.M.C.’s
Executive, isolated on our home
computers, hooked up by John Milnes,
-- (called “ZOOM” technology).
Meeting opened at 7.45 by Malcolm
Chaplin.
PRESENT (on line): Malcolm Chaplin,
John Collins, Gwen Livingstone, Hugh
McMinn, Alan Thompson,
John Milnes .
APOLOGY: Ken Harrison (couldn’t get his

7. Application for Membership from Howard
Halls of Harden. He has a 1974 DODGE truck.
(Nominated by Dennis King and Graeme
Ducksbury.)
Malcolm declared that owing to the current
circumstances, voting at a General Meeting is
impossible. Are the Office Bearers on line
willing to consider the applications? Those on line
noted that the applicants had attended past
Monthly Meetings, put in their Applications at the
last Meeting and expected decision at this April
Meeting. For expediency the Executives , present
on line, approved the four Applications.
Malcolm pointed out that any future Applications
will need to wait until normal Meetings are
resumed.

computer to work)

Secretary announced March’s
INWARDS
CORRESPONDENCE :
1. Newsletters from other clubs .
2. “THE DINKUM OIL (No. 7)” – Newsletter from Bush Council Secretary, Kathy Booby:
Current Instructions:
Face to Face contacts are now prohibited as the
Chief Medical Officer’s social distances or
Government regulations must be observed.
Council will continue to provide services and
disseminate information to its member Clubs, but
the traditional means of doing this will necessarily
change.
Clubs are encouraged to establish safe
communication networks amongst members so
those with good electronic communication abilities
may pass information to those with lesser or no
such ability.
The Bush Council will contact member Clubs of
any of the circumstances relating to management
of Covid 19 change.

OUTWARDS CORRESPONDENCE:
A letter to Cootamundra RSL Sub-Branch re our
club supplying 3 cars for ANZAC March.
TREASURER’S REPORT: Hugh circulated a
description of the
Income, Expenditure, and
Bank Balance up to this Meeting. President Mal
instructed that this Report be passed on to
members.
EDITOR’S REPORT: The Coota Hoota will
continue monthly providing essential information
on club matters. And provided Atlas Printing is
still operating as an Essential Service?

3. Letter from Miriam Bradly. Miriam thanks us
for her many years enjoying the friendly
fellowship in our club and advising of her new
address in Warrigal Community Village at
Queanbeyan.

SHOWGROUND USERS: Our club’s delegates
to the Showground Users Committee, John & Joan,
reported that the Showground Users Committee is
not to meet until further notice from Cootamundra
Shire. And no functions at the Showground are
allowed until further notice. The gates have been
locked. Campers are not allowed in.

4. Application for Membership from Richard
Hart of Galong. He has a 1965 JAGUAR S type
and a 1975 JAGUAR XJ6. (Nominated by Ken
McKay and Brenden McKay).

SWAP MEET REPORT: Malcolm advised that
Barry has been in Wagga Hospital for another knee
operation and is now in Cootamundra Hospital,
recovering, he hopes.
Barry’s Report is that we wait until July and see
whether the Swap Meet is allowed in the
Showground.

5. Application for Membership from Dennis and
Mandy James of Harden. They have a 1952
FERGUSON TA 20.(Nominated by Graeme
Ducksbury and Denise Webb.)
6. Application for Membership from Barry
Heatley of Cootamundra. He has:
1910 FN motorcycle -- (restored by Ken Watson
of Cootamundra in 1969.)
1924 DOUGLAS TS

PLATES REGISTRAR’S REPORT: Club Plates
onto Ed Hamilton’s Toyota Camry. Graeme
Snape’s
Alfa Romeo racer has passed its
roadworthy, as has Lyell Jenkins’ 1989 MX5.
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Alan will advise when we can resume going to
Tech Workshop on Wednesday evenings.

WEBMASTER’S REPORT: If members send
news or photos to John Milnes he will endeavour
to put them on our club’s Website.

Events Co-ordinator’s Report: Gwen said we
will wait until July to consider Events. So many
events have been postponed, including the SW GetTogether, that even when we get permission to
have events - the calendar is going to be very
cluttered.
Mal added we are waiting to see if the VSCCA
Sprints will be on again.
Members understand that the Good Friday Picnic
Run to Wallendbeen is cancelled.
John Milnes said members could take a photo of
their own Picnic with their own car in front of
their own shed - and send it to our Website,
which he has done.
CLUB CAPTAIN’S REPORT: John Rickett, not
present, is advised that Doug Wright has been in
Canberra Hospital.
.

GENERAL BUSINESS
For the May Meeting - the Executive will meet
again (on Computers - “ZOOM” technology. )
Any member can join in, on a computer -Monday 4 May - 7.30 p.m. -- Contact the
Webmaster - John Milnes -- before the Meeting
and he might be able to guide you, too, into how
you can hook up.
We closed our computers at 8.10 p.m

WEBMASTER’S REPORT
CAMC now has an email group that members and friends can join, the “Group” is a way for people to
share relevant information about their interest in older vehicles. It is not limited to club members, this
would be difficult as I don’t have a list of all members emails, however, emails will be monitored and
deleted if not deemed suitable for this group.
The group email address is:
CAMC@groups.io
To join the group send an email to - CAMC +subscribe@groups.io No subject or content is
required.
The following is a few email addresses to help you join and manage your membership. no subject or
content is needed.


CAMC +subscribe@groups.io – To join this group –
CAMC +unsubscribe@groups.io – To unsubscribe from this group
CAMC +help@groups.io – To receive an email containing a list of all the
command options

Separated by Isolation, Joined by Technology.
John Milnes

FOR SALE: 1955 FORD MAINLINE 272 Y-block, Full rego, Original look, $18,000.
Phone Peter Rickett : 0427 931 818

FOR SALE: 1991 VN HOLDEN Commodore Executive, V6 , 3.8, injection, Auto. : John Hambrook 0458 600 730

FOR SALE: 1964 TRIUMPH Spitfire - ready for registration.
Brian Manwaring - 0448 611 654
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WANTED: a set of Mag Wheels 14” x 7” to suit Valiant or Ford. Russell Cope – Young 6382 1520
FOR SALE: 1985 NISSAN DUAL CAB 720 petrol utility. 135,000 km, registered until March 2020.
Good tyres, good general condition, garaged at Gundagai .
$2000 ono.
FOR SALE:
4 - 7 x 14 alloy wheels, FORD stud pattern, fitted with Firestone "Firehawk" Z100
225/65R14 96H tyres at 60%.
Asking $600.00
> Phone Terry on m. 0418211332.
WANTED: Roadworthy tyres 4.40, 4.50 or 4.75 x 19”.Also any 19” wire wheels suitable for MG TC.
Please Phone Graeme (02) 6942 1940.

A MOMENTARILY DECIDED
QUARANTINE RUN No.1

Event

(Prior to “Stay at Home” Isolation Rules)

On Sunday, March 22, we decided on an afternoon drive to Ariah Park. We met at Cootamundra
Apex Park, obeying the rules and keeping our 1.5 metre distance, and then departed
Cootamundra Road) to Temora, and then onto the Burley Griffin Way, to Ariah Park.

(via the Old

It was a pleasant day and the scenery was most enjoyable, seeing that we had had some rain and the
countryside had a good green tinge – much appreciated after all the brown and dust that had become the
norm.
We all chose a parking spot in the centre of Ariah Park’s very quiet main street for our afternoon tea. We sat
around and talked, still obeying the distance rules.
Some of us took a walk along both sides of the Main Street and also checked out the display of old farm
machinery and bowsers and pepper-corn trees.
Paul lead us back to Cootamundra via Rannock, where we passed the old Rannock Small School and
stopped and looked at the old weatherboard Uniting Church.
Then by back-roads to Marrar, and Old Junee, and home to Cootamundra..
We covered more than 200 kms along a lot of interesting country roads that are little travelled.
Thank you to Paul for organizing this trip. We are looking forward to “Quarantine Run No 2” when the
Covid 19 ‘Stay at Home’ rules are relaxed.
SUE McCARTHY
Paul and Janet Ballard
Alan and Jill Thomson
Tim and Ting O’Keeffe
Ken and Allan.Trethewey
Peter and Sue McCarthy
Ross and Sandra Delaney
John and Sylvia Milne

1980 Peugeot Diesel
1960 Studebaker – Soft Top
1976 Triumph Dolomite Sprint
1956 Jaguar XK140
1981 Holden Commodore SLX
Modern
Modern
The lead car – 1980 Peugeot
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Friday Picnic in the Park!
Each Easter Cootamundra Antique Motor Club has a “Hot Cross Bun” Picnic Run, usually to Wallendbeen
Oval. This Easter I have documented a “Hot Cross Bun run” . . on the grass in the sun.
Preparation started just after 10:00 am. My wife heated up the Hot Cross Buns in the Microwave while I got
the car out.
The following is a pictorial account of our adventure.
I opened up the shed --

.

The Door is open and the old 4 Runner is waiting to go!
Disconnect the Battery Charger, quick check, yes all seems to be in place.

We arrived at our destination. Sun shining, now for the picnic furniture
Reset the trip metre. Must recoed how far we travel

After all that hard work, time to sit down and enjoy.
Note the special Club Mugs! All 3 of them

With a happy smile, my lifelong companion joins the table
for a well-earned rest and reflection

1985 TOYOTA 4 Runner 2.4 D SR5

Time to fold up the table, and hope we have a longer drive next year. Throw it all in the back. Will sort it out later when we get back home!
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LETTERS TO EDITOR
May I first introduce myself:
I am a collector of vintage motorcycles, living in the north of Germany.
With the background of long and dark Winter months over here, I try to spend some weeks in a warm
climate when it is cold here. This means - vacation in Australia (in average every 2 years).
On each such occasion, we visit my mate John Simpfendorfer in Cootamundra (owner of a vintage
DOUGLAS motorcycle).
In January, John gave me a Vintage Motor Cycle Club handlebar badge.
I want to say thank you for this badge.
Since I could not decide on a specific bike to attach the V.M.C.C. badge to, I have put this badge on the back
of my trailer (see attached picture), next to a Cootamundra Antique Motor Club sticker.
(Pictured motorcycles are: 1902 MINERVA on trailer, 1913 NSU 3HP, and 1913 DOUGLAS Model P)

I take this opportunity to also express best greetings to the wonderful people in C.A.M.C. They again made
our vacation days in Cootamundra extremely pleasant.
Hope to see you again in good shape in "Winter" 2021/2022.
Probably need to say some words on the Covid-19:
Germany is only moderately hit, with relatively low death toll so far.
The government mandated a partial shutdown and social contact limitations.
However, we can move freely, and I am just back from a motorcycle ride in the countryside, winter is over.
I wish you all that this difficult situation will be overcome soon and that you are not too much affected.
Take care, Best Wishes,
Holger Krueger and Baerbel Dahms
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The Schlumph Collection

as seen by Ken Trethewey

Last month I ended with a 1902 Serpollet race car, so to continue the theme:
SOME OTHER INTERESTING RACE -CARS

Firstly, the 1908 SIZAIRE-NAUDIN type 12 HP.
Sizaire-Naudin was a small French manufacturer founded in
1905. The cars were design by Maurice Sizaire and built by his
partner, Louis Naudin.
This car had a single cylinder engine of 1500cc, only weighed
550kg and was capable of about 75kph, which combined with
its unique independent front suspension allowed it to win many
races in the ‘small car’ category.
With cars much like the one featured here, Sizaire-Naudin won
the Coupe de l’Auto races in 1906, 1907 and 1908. This is said
to be the car entered in the 1908 New York to Paris race, along with other manufacturers from France,
Italy, Germany and the USA. The Sizaire-Naudin team was determined to prove their (and France’s)
technology superior and regain the title of ‘Automotive World Champion’ then held by the Italians due to
their recent victory in the 1907 Peking to Paris race.
The New York to Paris race started in the middle of winter in the US, because the competitors intended to
drive over the frozen Bering Strait between Alaska and Siberia. An idea which proved impossible.
The SIZAIRE-NAUDIN made it about 40 miles before developing rear axle problems. There were no spare
parts and the driver could not speak English, so the car was withdrawn. So much for restoring the honour
of the French!
The SIZAIRE-NAUDIN was returned to France and placed in storage until found by the Schlumph brothers
in the 1950s.
The 1908 Race was ultimately won by the American Thomas Flyer. Here is an interesting video about that
THOMAS FLYER. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffS8YDFgkTg&feature=youtu.be

This Car Matters: Thomas Flyer, winner of the New
York to Paris Race - YouTube
The HVA takes a close look at the Thomas Flyer, winner of the grueling New
York to Paris Race.
www.youtube.com

Another very different vehicle from 1908 was the
PANHARD & LEVASSOR two- seat race car.
This car had an enormous four cylinder motor of 12,824cc,
which developed 120 horsepower at 1300 rpm, weighed 1240kg,
had no front brakes and was capable of over 155kph.
The four cylinders are separate, on an aluminium crankcase.
The sump is made up of four separate unconnected compartments.
The drive from the 12.8-litre engine goes through a multi-plate
clutch, the outside casing of which is in the flywheel.
There are no flexible joints in the drive back to the differential-cum-chain-countershaft drive.
The braking system is . . complicated . . . with the pedal operating two drum brakes on the transmission,
arranged so that one of them acts as a clutch-stop when the pedal is slightly depressed, to enable engaging
bottom gear from rest. A quick action cockpit adjuster enables the clutch- stop to be disengaged once
moving.
A hand-lever works the rear-wheel drum brakes when the lever is pushed . . forwards . . . . . . .
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This brake hand-lever . . . . . also . . . withdraws the clutch, (by being connected to the normal
pedal-operated clutch mechanism).
This two- seater sports car is one of the last built by the company for a Grand Prix and is one of only two
known two- seat racers left in the world.
Unfortunately, in the Automobile Club of France Grand Prix at Dieppe in 1908 the car burst a tyre which
caused an accident in which the driver, Cissac, and his mechanic, Schaube, were both killed.
Following this accident and in homage to Cissac and Schaube the car was bought and restored by a
collector named Pozzi . . . . . . . who sold it to the Schlumph’s some 40 years later.
Here’s one from Hugh McMinn (from the Armstrong Siddeley Car Club’s “Southern Sphinx – Dec.1995”:

All About Tin
Tin is the layman’s term for what the expert would call ‘metal’. There are many different kinds of tin.
Brass is a very useful sort of tin. It is mined in Yorkshire, and is said to occur wherever there is muck. Out
of Brass we make monkeys, knobs and money.
Nickel is the sort of tin used for making American money.
Lead is a very heavy sort of Tin, used mainly for the middle of pencils and poisonous paint for children’s
toys. It is also used for roofs on churches which last for hundreds of years, because the heavy lead stops
them from blowing away.
Steel is what people do to the Lead on church roofs.
Aluminium is a very light sort of tin, often used for supporting chimneys. Specially shaped hooks called
‘aerials’ anchor the chimney to the sky and stop it blowing away. They also attract lightning, which is made
of electricity, which is what makes television work.
Wire is a very thin sort of Tin. It is often used for making fences because it is so thin that you can see right
through it.
Mercury is a very runny sort of Tin, often confused with water. It has the remarkable property of getting
longer when it is hot, and thus is ideal for making thermometers. Scientists are trying a way to reverse this
effect, i.e. making the Mercury get hot when it gets shorter, in order to solve the World’s energy problems.
Iron is a very flat sort of Tin, used for taking small creases out of shirts and putting big ones in. Another
sort of Iron can be used for glueing bits of Wire together.
Rust is a very crumbly sort of Tin, ideal for making motor cars.
Chrome is a very shiny sort of Tin, useful for holding Rust together.
Copper is a dark blue variety of Tin, used as an inert filler for Panda Cars (UK Police Cars) and football
stadiums.
Tungsten, Sodium and Strontium are light sorts of Tin. Tungsten grows from bulbs; Sodium grows on
long stalks at the side of the road (Salt on UK roads). Strontium is not as light as Sodium or Tungsten and
only glows feebly in the dark; fitted to a wristwatch, it enables you to tell what time the lights went out.
Barium is a very soft sort of Tin, fed only to hospital patients suffering from transparency.
Gold is also a very soft sort of Tin, much too soft to be of any use or value.
Magnet is a very attractive sort of Tin, which always points North. This special property makes it ideal for
propelling ships.
Uranium is a very hot sort of Tin, containing little gadgets called atoms. This unique property makes it
suitable for manufacturing electricity and other kinds of explosive.
Silver paper is an alloy of Tin and cardboard, widely used in the packaging industry.
Platinum and Osmium are used for making pens, and Indium for making ink.
Zinc is used for washing Potz and Panz.
Titanium is a very strong sort of Tin, used to reinforce ladies’ underwear.
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Also from Hugh McMinn

1981

Photo of how NOT to drive your Triumph (I reckon if it had been a Datsun or Mazda I probably wouldn't
be here). My brother actually bought the write-off and repaired it himself !

And from C.A.M.C.’s Secretary:
Information I have found in other clubs’ newsletters:
The Council of Motor Clubs (Sydney), speaking for all clubs, has obtained from the Policy Branch of the
Transport for NSW -- TfNSW, -- (previously NSW RMS or the RTA) -a confirmation of the rules for vehicles on Club Plates during this time when club events are banned
because of Covid 19.
“Vehicles on Club Plates can be used to go to the mechanic for repairs, and a pink slip inspection.
You can use your HVS vehicles on the Log Book Scheme to go to the shops for essentials, the doctor or to
work.

Your Log Book sheet must be filled in at the commencement of your travel
(not after you’re pulled over).” (The fine is a MOST substantial amount!)
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COMING EVENTS
Our Monthly Meetings are cancelled until further notice.
The Club Committee will meet to consider matters.
The Committee, (President, Vice Pres, Secretary, Treasurer and Plates Registrar,) will consider correspondence,
accounts and happenings.

MAY
Sat 2

POSTPONED
Sat 2

Frank DeBritt Memorial Run - 1 p.m. at Retirement Village - Take a resident for a drive
And Afternoon Tea at the Stephen Ward Rooms, Cootamundra Library. Provide some eats. Postponed
Festival of the Falling Leaf at Tumut Street Parade - Cancelled

CANCELLED
2&3

CANCELLED

Cootamundra & District Machinery Restoration Society is hosting a TRACTOR TREK at
Cootamundra Showground. Depart Sunday morning. - Cancelled

Mon 4

Monthly Meeting -

Sat 9

Make a display of club cars at the HARDEN Masonic Lodge Market Day 7.30 a.m. – 2.00 p.m. Ward
Street MURRUMBURRAH. Stalls, food outlets and Devonshire teas. Cancelled

Committee to meet via teleconference. If you wish to join in please
contact John Milnes.

CANCELLED
Sat 9

Junee Rhythm & Rail Festival ( in honour of Tim Fischer this year) - Postponed

POSTPONED
National Heritage Motoring Day -- All clubs were to get out and about. And be seen.
But essential travel only now
Historic racecars & motorbikes at WINTON. - Cancelled

Sun 17
Sat 30

CANCELLED

JUNE
CANCELLED

Wagga Wagga JUNE RALLY -- This was to be the 53rd June Rally hosted by the Veteran & Vintage
Motor Club of Wagga Wagga - the greatest rally in Southern NSW Cancelled

JULY
CANCELLED

Wagga Wagga SWAP MEET - hosted by the Classic & Historic Automobile Club of Australia,
Wagga branch -- the biggest Swap Meet in the South!
Cancelled

AUGUST
Sat 1

Wattle-Time Street Parade - Cootamundra

---

Wait and see.

IMMEDIATE ACCESS TO CLUB INFORMATION
I have Email addresses of members who receive the monthly Coota Hoota
electronically.( plus a few other members’ Email addresses)
If you wish to be kept up to date on club events and have not already advised me of
your email address please advise via colljj@hotmail.com
Also if you know of a member who does not have access to Emails, please pass on any
information you receive.

This could be handy when a “Momentarily Decided Event” eventuates.
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